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Abstract. In the last decade, the research literature has reached an enormous volume with an unprecedented current annual increase of 1.5 million new publications. As research gets ever more global and new countries and institutions, either from academia or corporate environments, start to contribute, it is important to monitor this complex phenomenon and understand its dynamics and equilibria.

We present a study on a conference proceedings dataset extracted from Springer Nature SciGraph that illustrates insightful geographical trends and highlights the unbalanced growth of competitive research institutions worldwide in the 1996–2016 period. The main contribution of this work is fourfold. In the first instance, we found that the distributions of institutions and publications among countries follow a power law, consistently with previous literature, i.e., very few countries keep producing most of the papers accepted by high-tier conferences. Secondly, we show how the turnover rate of country rankings is extremely low and steadily declines over time, suggesting an alarmingly static landscape in which new entries struggle to emerge. We also performed an analysis of the venue locations and their effect on the distribution of countries involved in the publications, underlining the central role of Europe and China as knowledge hubs. Finally, we evidence the presence of an increasing gap between the number of institutions initiating and overseeing research endeavours (i.e. first and last authors’ affiliations) and the total number of institutions participating in research.

The paper also discusses our experience in working with authors’ affiliations: an utterly simple matter at first glance, that is instead revealed to be a complex research and technical challenge.
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1. Introduction

Over the last decade, the scholarly literature has increased dramatically in terms of the volume of papers, authors, and contributing institutions. Nowadays, the research literature is estimated to comprise 100-150 million publications with an annual increase rate around 1.5 million new publications [3]. Such a complex, global-scale system is worth studying in order to understand its dynamics and internal equilibria. In particular, the study of authors’ affiliations [12,25] has a concrete impact on the interpretation of research as a complex phenomenon, inserted in a delicate socioeconomic and geopolitical context.

In this study, we present an analysis of a dataset of conference proceedings metadata, which was distilled from SciGraph, a free linked open data (LOD) dataset of scholarly knowledge published and curated by Springer Nature. In particular, we first present a macro analysis of the full dataset (1996–2016), including conference proceedings across several scientific disciplines (e.g., computer science, life sciences, chemistry, engineering) and then a micro analysis, which focuses on three high-tier conferences in our area of expertise: the International Semantic Web Conference (ISWC), the Extended Semantic Web Conference (ESWC), and the International Conference on Theory and Practice of Digital Libraries (TPDL).

The main contribution of this work is fourfold. In the first instance, we found that, over the observed period, the distributions of institutions and publications among countries follow a power law, consistently with what previously demonstrated in the literature across the 1981–2010 period [8,18,22,25]. That is, very few countries keep producing most of the papers accepted by academic conferences. Second, we show how the annual and overall turnover rate of country rankings is extremely low and steadily declining over time, suggesting an alarmingly static landscape in which new entries struggle to emerge. We also performed an analysis of the venue locations and their effect on the distribution of countries involved in the publications. This analysis highlights the central role of Europe in the research landscape and other distinctive publishing patterns of countries and continents in our dataset. Finally, we report an increasing gap between the number of institutions initiating and overseeing research endeavours (i.e. first and last authors’ affiliations) and the total number of institutions participating in research.

This article extends our paper [21] presented at the workshop on “Semantics, Analytics, Visualization: Enhancing Scholarly Dissemination (SAVE-SD)” co-located with The Web Conference 2018 held in Lyon, France. The main novel contributions are: (i) an improved version of the dataset exhibiting less noise and new dimensions of analysis, (ii) an enhanced literature review section, (iii) an improved analysis of our hypothesis on author position, (iv) a more comprehensive analysis of the evolution of the country rankings over the years, (v) an analysis of the effect of conference locations on the distribution of involved countries.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we summarise the relevant state of the art. In Section 3 we describe the criteria that drove us to the selection of the dataset, and the data preparation phase we opted for, while in Section 4 we describe the methodology followed in our analysis. Finally, in Section 5 we describe the results that emerged from our analysis and in Section 6 we discuss the main implications of our study and outline future directions of research.
2. Literature review

A variety of bibliometrics studies in the last 30 years have highlighted the importance of different indicators of the presumed quality of research produced by researchers, institutions, and countries. In particular, many papers have highlighted how researchers’ performance can be affected by factors such as gender [17], location [5,12], reputation [28], centrality in the co-authorship network [29], online presence [33], and so on. For instance, Jadidi et al. [17] investigated gender-specific inequality and imbalance on about 1 million computer scientists over the course of 47 years and observed that women are on average less likely to adopt the collaboration patterns associated with a strong research impact. Petersen et al. [28] introduced an approach for quantifying the influence of an author reputation on their future research impact and found that reputation is associated with the citation count of articles, but only during the early phase of the citation lifecycle. Sarigol et al. [29] demonstrated that a classifier based only on co-authorship network centrality metrics can predict with high precision whether an article will be highly cited within five years after the publication. Thelwall et al. [33] showed that there is a significant correlation between eleven tested Altmetrics and citations in the Web of Science dataset.

Several papers address the field of spatial scientometrics [12], which focuses on the spatial distribution of publication and citation impact and the effect of geographical biases. Frenken et al. [13] categorise these studies in three main categories: (i) the ones that analyse the distribution of publications or citation impact [7,15,18,22,25], (ii) the studies that focus on the relationship between scientific impact and the spatial organisation of research activities [9,14,30], and (iii) the studies that design applications and approaches to visualise these dynamics [4,5].

In the first category, we found several studies that focused on the role of countries, cities, and organisations (e.g. university, research institutes) and highlighted the great discrepancy in quantity and quality of the research produced by different nations. Here we will mainly focus on the studies that consider country-level dynamics. For instance, May [22] analysed the numbers of publications and citations of different countries in the 1981–1994 period using the Institute for Scientific Information database (Ed. then Thomson ISI and, currently, Clarivate Analytics), which included more than 8.4 million papers and 72 million citations. In accordance with our results, the authors found that the countries that produced the highest share of research papers more than 20 years ago were USA, United Kingdom, Japan, Germany, France, Canada, Italy, India, Australia, and Netherlands. King [18] built on this work and analysed the 1993–2002 period adopting again the Thomson ISI dataset. Ten years after May’s study, the most important countries regarding research were essentially the same. In particular, King found that the countries that produced most of the top 1% highly cited publications were USA, United Kingdom, Germany, Japan, France, Canada, Italy, Switzerland, Netherlands, and Australia. At a finer level of granularity, Csomós [7] analysed the scientific output of nearly 2200 cities worldwide from 1986 to 2015, and examined extensively the associated geographical patterns, collaborations and dynamics over time. Unsurprisingly, the major world cities are the strongest producers of scientific output and knowledge hubs; nonetheless, the gap between such cities and the main ones from emerging/developing countries (e.g. China) is gradually closing up. Pan et al. [25] continued this line of work by performing a systematic analysis of citation networks between cities and countries in the 2003–2010 period and reported that the citation distribution of countries and cities follows a power law. According to their citation rank, the main producers of research in that period were USA, United Kingdom, Germany, Japan, France, Canada, China, Italy, Netherlands, and Australia. Interestingly, they also argued that a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for a country to reach an impact larger than the world average is to invest more than about 100,000 USD per researcher annually. Several other studies confirmed that the publication
distribution of countries usually follows a power law. For example, Albarrán et al. [1] performed a study on the citation distributions of 3.7 million articles published in the period 1998–2002 in 219 Web of Science categories, or sub-fields. They concluded that for 140 out of the 219 sub-fields the existence of a power law could not be rejected, but observed also that power laws are much flatter than usually believed and represent on average 2% of all articles and 13.5% of all citations. Similarly, Carvalho and Batty [6] analysed the Citeseer database of Computer Science publications and reported that the productivity of research organisations in USA also follows a power law. Similarly, Huang et al. [15] analysed the Web of Science dataset in the 1981–2008 and discovered that most publications were concentrated on a small number of countries, including the USA, the United Kingdom, Japan, Germany, and France. However, they observed that this situation may be changing soon due to the rapid growth of in China and other Asian countries such as Taiwan and Korea. This conclusion is actually in contrast with the output of our study, as we will discuss in Section 5.1.

Some studies focus on specific research areas. For example, Hung [16] investigated 689 journals in e-Learning with text mining techniques and ranked the countries according to their ability to cover multiple sub-topics. The resulting rank includes England, Taiwan, China, USA, Germany, Italy, Spain, Japan, South Korea, and Australia. Woodson [36] studied the inequalities in the field of nanomedicine by analysing the Web of Science and PubMed databases. He found that most nanomedicine research was produced by high income countries and that only 7% of the publications addressing specific diseases focused on diseases which afflict mainly poor countries. Similarly, Falagas et al. [11] conducted a study on the biomedical papers in the ISI dataset published in the period 1995–2003. They found that Western Europe and USA dominated the landscape and that the developing regions had only small research contributions. However, a second study from Falagas et al. [10] proved that other fields exhibit a different tendency. They analysed the articles published in 12 journals in Tropical Medicine during the period 1995–2003 finding that the developing areas of the world produced a considerable amount of publications. In particular, the first author of 41.6% of the publication was from Africa or Latin America.

The second category of work proposed by Frenken et al. [13] regards the effect of geography on citation impact. For example, He [14] analysed a dataset of 1,860 papers written by 65 biomedical scientists in New Zealand and reported that internationally co-authored papers receive more citations than national collaborations. Similarly, Sin [30] conducted a study on 7,489 papers in the field of Library and Information Science and found that the articles that included international collaborations, Northern European authors, and authors in high-income nations tend to be cited more. Eisend and Schmidt [9] analysed the citation impact of publications from German organisations in the field of Business and reported that international collaborations were particularly beneficial when researchers lack language skills and knowledge of foreign markets. Borner and Penumarthi [2] studied the set of papers published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (PNAS) in the 1982–2001 period and found that the citation linkages between institutions decrease with the distance between them. Interestingly, the diffusion of the Internet did not appear to change this dynamic.

Finally, several works proposed applications and techniques to analyse and visualise the spatial aspects of science. For instance, Bornmann and Waltman [5] presented a method to generate density maps that highlights regions of scientific excellence. Similarly, Bornmann et al. [4] introduced a web application2 to visualise institutional performance within specific subject areas.

The work presented in this paper falls mainly in the first two categories presented in this literature review. Unlike the aforementioned analyses, in this study we (i) focused on the temporal evolution of
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countries and institutions in conference papers during the 1996–2016 period, (ii) analysed the effect of the venue locations on the distribution of countries involved in the publications, taking into consideration both continental and intercontinental conferences, (iii) performed an analysis on the first and last authors’ affiliations, and (iv) addressed specific high-tier conferences in the domain of semantic web and digital libraries.

3. Data

A main premise of our study is the availability of a scholarly knowledge dataset containing information about authors’ affiliations sufficiently detailed and structured, i.e. including both institution name and country, possibly disambiguated via a persistent identifier.

For the sake of Open Science principles and reproducibility best practices [35], we intentionally kept out of consideration pay-walled data sources such as Scopus, Web of Science and Microsoft Academic, and we focused on what can be freely accessed on the Web.

Some top-quality scholarly datasets such as DBLP and Semantic Scholar are not apt to our study as they lack essential information about authors’ affiliations. Other datasets technically provide authors’ affiliations, but the relevant metadata are often incomplete or far from being ready to use. For example, Crossref technically offers a field devised for affiliations in their metadata API JSON format. However, we found that the majority of the records currently lack this information, and, when present, this is provided as a simple array of affiliation strings (i.e. a catch-all, unstructured text). Besides, such affiliation strings often exhibit several well-known ambiguity issues due to (i) alternate forms (e.g., “Open University” and “The Open University”), (ii) linguistic variations (e.g., “Università di Pisa” and “University of Pisa”), (iii) different granularity and missing information (e.g., “Knowledge Media Institute, Milton Keynes”), (iv) any combination of the aforementioned three.

After a thorough analysis of currently available datasets curated at the source with regards to these aspects, we choose SciGraph, a LOD dataset published and curated by Springer Nature. To the best of our knowledge, SciGraph is the only free, large-scale dataset providing reconciliation of authors’ affiliations by disambiguating and linking them to an external authoritative dataset in terms of institutions (in this case GRID, the Global Research Identifier Database). In its entirety, SciGraph consists of 78 distinct datasets and includes about 2 billion triples describing research literature objects such as journal articles, conference papers, books, and monographs published by Springer Nature and spanning over a broad set of topics such as computer science, medicine, life sciences, chemistry, engineering, astronomy, and more.

---

5Microsoft Academic, https://academic.microsoft.com. Disclaimer: we have an ongoing collaboration with Microsoft Academic, but the dataset has not been considered for this analysis according to the aforementioned reasons. We consider to integrate it in the future for the creation of dashboards and sense making tools.
7Crossref, https://www.crossref.org.
11As per the last available version at the time of writing, dated November 2017.
For our analysis we focused on conferences proceedings as conferences are the focal point of networking and knowledge exchange among practitioners. To this end, we downloaded from SciGraph the *books* (i.e. proceedings) and *book chapters* (i.e. articles) datasets spanning from 1996 to 2017 and the *conferences* dataset linking together all the books related to the same conference series (i.e. all the instances of a certain conference series, say “The Web Conference”). Additionally, we downloaded the ancillary GRID dataset which provides high-quality and curated information of institutions and organisations, academic or not, participating in research. These datasets were loaded in a graph database resulting in a graph of 313,035,870 triples. Then, we extracted via a SPARQL query a TSV (tab-separated values) dump describing all authors’ contributions to papers published in conference proceedings. For the sake of clarity, if paper *p* is written by authors *a*₁ and *a*₂, two distinct contributions (i.e. two distinct rows) are present in our dataset, one for each author. This raw dataset counts 1,770,091 contributions for a total of 506,049 unique papers, accepted in 1,028 unique conference series.

During our analysis, we realised that, despite the great overall quality of the data in SciGraph, several affiliations were wrongly resolved to an incorrect organisation identifier in the GRID database. For example, for reasons beyond our knowledge, several contributions of authors actually affiliated to the University of Oxford were mistakenly attributed to the Weizmann Institute of Science in Israel. In the attempt to mitigate this problem, we opted for leveraging the affiliation string field that nonetheless is present in SciGraph alongside the GRID identifier. This enabled us to match this affiliation string with the name of the institution in the GRID database, and overwrite whatever information is present in SciGraph, fixing errors similar to the aforementioned one and thus improving the accuracy of the dataset. Finally, we augmented the dataset for further geographical inspection by resolving countries to continents of pertinence and by adding latitude and longitude coordinates of countries’ centroids. Incidentally, we fixed some other minor issues related to spelling mistakes of country names.

4. Methodology

Since we intended to address both general and conference-specific trends, we performed a *macro analysis*, on the full dataset, and a *micro analysis*, on three selected high-tier conferences.

In the *macro analysis* we considered all conferences in the 1996–2016 period. We discarded 2017, since in this year we observed a fairly lower number of contributions and a significant amount of unresolved affiliations. The resulting *macro* dataset includes 1,664,733 contributions (477,921 unique papers), of which 946,165 contributions (264,534 unique papers) are explicitly attributed to 1,016 unique conference series.

For the *micro analysis* we focused instead on three high-tier conferences in the fields of semantic web and digital libraries: the International Semantic Web Conference (ISWC), the Extended Semantic Web Conference (ESWC), and the International Conference on Theory and Practice of Digital Libraries (TPDL). We selected them for two main reasons. First, we wanted to perform this analysis on familiar venues near our field of expertise. In the second instance, we were interested in comparing ISWC and ESWC, which are considered the two top conferences in the semantic web domain and traditionally tend to attract quite different demographics. The first draws people from all over the world, while the
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14This number may vary because the GRID database is actively maintained and enriched over time.
second (previously called “European Semantic Web Conference”) appeals mainly to a European audience. Focusing the analysis on three conferences enabled us to manually curate and enrich their data and therefore produce a very comprehensive representation of the involved institutions and countries.

The datasets of these conferences were extracted from the raw dataset by selecting the contributions with the relevant DBLP conference series identifier (respectively semweb, esws and ercimdl). In some cases we deliberately chose to manually reconcile some conference editions that were found missing from the conference series (e.g., ISWC 2007 and 2015) and drop instead the contributions mistakenly attributed (e.g., the First International Workshop of Semantic Web Services and Web Process Composition). Two conference editions appear to be missing for good (i.e., they are not in our dataset: ESWC 2007 and TPDL 2014, the latter being a joint event with JCDL published by IEEE/ACM), while for TPDL 2015–2017 the number of contributions is surprisingly lower than in earlier years, but still consistent with figures published by Springer Nature.\(^\text{16}\) However, these few missing and circumscribed data points should not affect the overall validity of our analysis.

The manual curation phase (i.e. a two day, single person, task) principally aimed at resolving missing affiliations and linking them to correct institutions in the GRID database. In particular, for each contribution whose affiliation details (i.e. gridID, organisation name, city, country, and continent) were empty, we used the provided affiliation string (a plain, “catch-all” text field) to manually infer the missing pieces of information. Often, for lack of clarity of such a string, we availed of information accessible on the Springer website, the PDF of the paper itself, and other institutional websites in order to resolve the affiliation correctly. Whenever GRID provided no entry for the institution in question, but we were still able to narrow down at least its country (e.g. aCompany GmbH), we opted for “minting” a fictional identifier. When even this was not possible, we had no other option but to leave the affiliation unresolved. Fortunately, our enrichment procedure left our datasets with a minority of unresolved contributions, as we will discuss later in detail. We argue that this process, even if time consuming, enabled us to analyse affiliations with a good granularity and to take into account also institutions involved in a small number of research outputs. Table 1 summarises the key features about the datasets used in our analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Macro analysis</th>
<th>Micro analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>contributions</td>
<td>1,664,733</td>
<td>3,924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unique papers (DOIs)</td>
<td>477,921</td>
<td>1,028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>countries</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>institutions (gridIDs)</td>
<td>15,423</td>
<td>3,739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conference series</td>
<td>1,016</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{16}\)TPDL conference series on SpringerLink, [https://link.springer.com/conference/tpdl](https://link.springer.com/conference/tpdl).
$r_y = \{c_1, c_2, c_3\}$, $r_{y+1} = \{c_1, c_3, c_4\}$ the top-3 country rankings for years $y$ and $y+1$ respectively, then $r_{\text{change}} = 0.33$. For our application, this equals to evaluate the cosine similarity between bit vectors of the form $r_y = [1, 1, 1, 0]$ and $r_{y+1} = [1, 0, 1, 1]$ where the $i$-th position in the vectors encodes the country $c_i$ and a 1 (0) bit indicates that country $c_i$ is present (absent) in the top-3 ranking. We also assessed the similarity of country rankings in subsequent years over the whole set of countries (166) according to Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (Spearman’s rho) [31], which is a non-parametric measure of rank correlation that moves between $-1$ and $+1$. The main advantage of this coefficient is that it considers rank permutations and thus it does not require a stratified top-$n$ slicing.

We also took into consideration the very peculiar nature of the data here considered: conference papers, usually not covered by traditional scientometrics and bibliometrics studies that instead mainly focus on journals. Unlike journal papers, having a publication accepted in conference proceedings usually requires at least an author to present the work at the venue. This aspect has major implications that need to be studied further. We thus performed an analysis on the relationship between the country in which a conference was hosted and the countries from which the publications were from. For this purpose, we assumed that the first author is the one who selects or attends the venue, hence the origin of the paper is the country of affiliation of the first author. This heuristic should hold also in the cases in which the first author is a student and the supervisor would choose the venue, since they would have the same affiliation.

Finally, we took into consideration the author order (present in SciGraph) and formulated the hypothesis that different author contributions weigh differently when writing a paper. In particular, we hypothesised that the first author indicates the initiator of a research effort, while the last author indicates the professor or the research line supervisor acting as an overseer of the work; a hypothesis that seems reasonable in many disciplines, especially in computer science, which is well represented in our datasets. We validated this intuition both quantitatively and qualitatively. We observed that only 26.8% of papers in our macro dataset happen to have authors ordered alphabetically (single-authored papers being considered as not ordered). Also, among the papers resulting in an ordered author list, 58% is authored by just two authors, indicating that the aforementioned percentage is likely an overestimation of the actual number of papers with alphabetically ordered authors. Finally, the percentage drops to 11.25% when considering papers with three or more authors.

Checking the “seniority” of authors would be another viable strategy to test further our hypothesis. Unfortunately, author disambiguation and references are not yet modelled in the present version of SciGraph and thus a computational estimation of seniority based on the number of papers produced, citations count, period of activity, or similar factors was not possible. We opted for proceeding from a qualitative point of view and observed the name of the researchers that appeared most as last authors in the datasets under analysis. In the macro dataset, we found a number of very influential (papers, H-index and citations looked up on Google Scholar) scientists who lead significant research groups. We validated that the same stands for the three datasets for the micro analysis. Of course this hypothesis does not hold in all the cases (e.g. papers in which the order is alphabetical or other) and does not reflect a common custom for all academic disciplines (e.g. in Humanities & Social Sciences); however, we believe that this can be a good approximation that works well for this analysis. Indeed, the same hypothesis has been followed in a number of recent studies [23,32,34,37].

The results shown in the following are obtained by analysing the datasets within a Python notebook17 availing of Pandas library.18 For reproducibility purposes, the datasets and the Python notebook are
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accessible on Github,\textsuperscript{19} as well as on Zenodo\textsuperscript{20} for long-term preservation. Nonetheless, the datasets can be easily reconstructed following the methodology we just described. All the plots here included, and many others not reported for the sake of space, are available online.\textsuperscript{21} As the plots are rich in content, the images reported here cannot adequately render all the information available. Therefore, we strongly suggest the interested reader to consult also the online visualisations, which are also interactive.

5. Results

In this Section, we report the results emerged from our macro and micro analysis. The discussion of such results can be found in Section 6.

5.1. Macro analysis

The number of contributions for each year, either with or without resolved affiliations, is reported in Fig. 1(a). We can notice how information about authors’ affiliation is present in the majority of contributions in our dataset. Figure 1(b) shows the number of unique papers (DOIs) and the number of unique institutions (gridIDs) over the years. Despite a scale factor, the two trends are correlated with a Pearson’s correlation coefficient \[ r = 0.987, \] suggesting that not only the volume of research literature has increased, but also that the number of institutions contributing to research has gone through the same trend.

Figure 1(c) reports the distribution of papers among countries over the observed period without taking initiators and overseers into account (top-30 for the sake of space). The distribution is heavily skewed in favour of USA, China, and Germany. The data points follow a power law,\textsuperscript{22} confirming the results of previous literature \[ 8,18,22,25. \] Interestingly, the power law characteristic of the paper distribution over countries is also valid in each year across the period. The data follow the Pareto distribution \[ 26 \] with 20\% of the countries producing more than 80\% of the papers. The distribution of institutions over countries (i.e. the number of institutions present in a given country) follows as well a power law, as shown by Fig. 1(d). Again, the figure shows the first 30 countries in order to improve the readability. For the sake of space, we omitted the details about the distributions among countries of papers and institutions for first and last authors; the reader can consult them online.

In order to assess the openness/closeness of the research landscape, we computed the average \( r_{\text{change}} \) for the top-5, top-10 and top-25 country rankings across the observed period obtaining 0.12, 0.09, and 0.07 respectively. This suggests that (i) year by year it gets harder for outsiders to break in a top-\( n \), and (ii) that it gets harder and harder as the top-\( n \) set broadens. Over the 21 year span of our observation, the top-5 has been visited by 10 countries, the top-10 by 16, and the top-25 by 34. For example, the top-10 has been visited by USA (21), Germany (21), Japan (21), United Kingdom (21), Italy (21), France (21), Spain (19), Canada (14), China (14), Australia (9), Netherlands (9), South Korea (6), India (6), Poland (3), Russia (3), Switzerland (2). Figure 2(a) visually represents the countries that visited the top-10. As

\textsuperscript{20}Zenodo snapshot, https://zenodo.org/record/2583139.
\textsuperscript{22}The data, sorted from the largest to the lowest number of publications, may be represented by a power law function of the type \( y = ax^{-s} \), with \( a = 3 \times 10^6 \) and \( s = 2.3 \) (95\% confidence interval \(-2.5; -2.2\)): the coefficient of determination is \( r^2 = 0.87 \) and the standard error of estimate is 0.37.
it can been noticed, 6 positions out of 10 are stably occupied by the same countries, while the other 4 are contended by 10 more countries. One might argue that, even if the yearly turnover is small (yet not null), there is still room for significant changes in the research landscape in the long term. Indeed, as we can observe in Fig. 2(a), some countries that appear to be steadily present in the top-10 in recent years (e.g. China, India and to some extent Spain) did not use to be present at the beginning of the observed period.
In Fig. 2, we can see the yearly top-10 country rankings in the macro analysis (a) and country ranking similarity over the whole observed period according to Spearman’s rho (b).

Incidentally, the stable presence of China (CN, third from the bottom) in the top-10 since 2003, to some extent, could be assimilated to the well-known phenomenon of the “Rise of China”, consequence of the more progressive reforms enacted after the death of Mao Zedong in the 80s [38]. This “late rise” dated 2003 can be a mere artefact of this particular dataset and analysis (i.e. restriction to the top-10).

We also evaluated the similarity of country rankings (in terms of papers produced) in subsequent years over the whole set of countries (166) according to Spearman’s rho. As it can be noted in Fig. 2(b), the coefficient is globally growing over time, denoting an increasingly static landscape. The average Spearman’s rho in the period under analysis is 0.9, which is traditionally considered a very strong direct correlation, and grows up to 0.96 in 2016. Interestingly, the Spearman’s rho lowers momentarily in 2002–2003, suggesting that the emergence of China and other Asian countries was briefly able to invert the trend, as also indicated by Huang et al. [15]. However, from 2004 the Spearman’s rho started to grow again, indicating that the appearance of few new players did not change the long term dynamics. It thus appears that, despite the larger availability of scientific publications online, the research landscape is actually become increasingly impermeable to emerging countries.

The results of the analysis of conference venues are summarised in Fig. 3. Figure 3(a) shows a world map where edges represent papers sent from a given country to conferences in another country. Papers are aggregated by country (i.e. thickness of an edge) and continent (i.e. the colour of the edge). For practicality, latitude and longitude are relative to the countries centroids.

The heatmap in Fig. 3(b) shows the patterns with which different continents submit their papers to conferences (rows sum up to 100%) and provides a key to read Fig. 3(a). Europe appears to be the main target for all the other continents (Europe: 75.72%, North America: 48.93%, Africa: 53.72%, Oceania: 42.29%, South America: 52.40%) with the notable exception of Asia (only 25.91%). The fact that European countries send so many papers to conferences in Europe is not surprising as the continent is dense of opportunities and exhibits a very tight network of collaborations. What seems surprising is that other continents concentrate the largest part of their volume towards Europe, a signal that we interpret as a global acclamation of research quality: researchers, even from afar, even from developing countries, tend to be attracted to European conferences. In contrast, Asia publishes 58.86% of its papers in conferences hosted in Asia. This might suggest that Asia too has developed over the years a research environment dense of opportunities, and with a tight network of academics. The collaboration networks of Europe and Asia emerge quite clearly in Fig. 4(a), which displays *intracontinental* collaborations.
Fig. 3. Results from the analysis of conference venues on the macro dataset. In (a), a generic edge originates from a country (i.e. its centroid) contributing to a paper and terminates on a country hosting the venue where it has been presented. The thickness of an edge encodes the number of papers a country contributed to, while the colour encodes the country’s continent of origin. In (b), an heatmap showing how continents of affiliation (on y-axis) split their papers among continents hosting conferences (on x-axis). In (c), the dual heatmap showing in what percentage the papers received by continents hosting conferences (on y-axis) are divided among continents of affiliation (on x-axis). In (d), a bubble chart representing how countries divide their contributions among continental and intercontinental conferences. Each bubble represents a country; the colour encodes the continent the country belongs to, while the area encodes the number of papers published by the country within its own continent.
among countries. Figure 4(b) reports instead intercontinental collaborations among countries. As before, Europe appears to be the most prominent continent.

The dual heatmap in Fig. 3(c) reports the number of papers received from conferences aggregated by continent (rows sum to 100%). It may be reasonable to believe that conferences tend to attract especially “local” contributions (on the diagonal in the heatmap). However, this is true only for Asia (65.89%) and Europe (65.88%). Indeed, conferences located in Africa and South America appear to accept mostly European papers (54.09% and 41.25% respectively), while conferences located in Oceania publish mostly Asian papers (41.15%). Interestingly, North America seems to be the less biased scenario, with 38.63% papers received from North America, 34.81% from Europe and 20.69% from Asia.

Countries will also tend to focus differently on conferences series that frequently change continent (i.e. intercontinental conferences series) and those that are generally local to a specific continent (i.e. continental conferences series; here defined as conferences series with at least 80% of instances within the same continent). The bubble chart in Fig. 3(d) highlights such dynamics. Each bubble represents a country, while its colour encodes the continent, and its area represents the number of papers published by the country in conferences within its own continent. The right hand side of the plot is populated by countries that focus mainly on continental conferences series, while the left hand side by countries that publish mostly in intercontinental ones. European countries (in blue, Germany the biggest) share
a similar footprint as they appear strongly focused on continental (European) conferences series. Asian
countries (in yellow, China the biggest) behave similarly, but they are slightly more open to interconti-
nental conferences series. USA (the biggest in red) and South American countries have a very different
footprint and present most of the papers in intercontinental conferences series hosted in North America
and South America respectively. Finally, Oceania exhibits a more balanced blend (approximately 50/50),
while African countries appear fanned out with no remarkable pattern standing out.

As a conclusion of our macro analysis, we present the results emerged by applying our hypothesis
on authors’ position, i.e., first author as the initiator of a research paper, and last author as the overseer.
Figure 1(e) presents the total number of institutions involved in research over time (in blue) and compares
the number of unique institutions appearing as affiliations of the first and last authors (in orange), and
the unique institutions appearing only as middle author’s affiliations (in green). The figure suggests
that there is a substantial gap between the number of institutions that initiate and oversee a research
endeavour versus the total number of institutions involved in research. Also, this gap appears to grow
over time raising from 166 unique affiliations never initiating or overseeing research papers in 1996 to
over 700 in each of the last 3 years (2014–2016). Interestingly, this phenomenon is present despite the
fact that the average number of authors per paper does not exhibit the same growth, oscillating steadily
around 3.06 (±2.08) in the same time interval (not reported here for the sake of space, but available
online). In addition, the ratio between the affiliations non-leading research papers and the total number
of affiliations is also globally increasing over the years (i.e., non-monotonically). On a brighter note,
the amount of institutions initiating or overseeing research is significantly growing over time rather than
plateauing, which indicates that some new players still have the opportunity to lead research efforts. It
is important to stress that the sets of institutions appearing as middle authors’ affiliations in subsequent
years are very likely to differ. We counted a total of 1,719 institutions appearing only as middle author’s
affiliations over the whole period, which is about the 11% of the total affiliations in our dataset.

For the sake of completeness, we ran the same analysis for countries. Figure 1(f) highlights the trend of
countries in function of the authors’ positions. Also in this case, we see a gap between the total number
of countries involved in research and the number of first and last authors’ countries of affiliation; however,
it does not exhibit the same striking growth as in the case of institutions. We believe that this is due to the
naturally limited number of countries, as opposed to the virtually unbounded number of new institutions
that keep appearing each year. However, the number of affiliation countries of middle authors passes
from 0 to 5 over the whole observed period. We finally noticed that the countries that tend to not lead
many research contributions are usually developing ones (e.g., Nicaragua, Burundi, Congo) or very little
ones (e.g., San Marino, Monaco).

5.2. Micro analysis

Here we summarise the results obtained by analysing the three high-tier conferences (i.e., ISWC,
ESWC and TPDL). Figures 5(a), 6(a), 7(a) and Figs 5(b), 6(b), 7(b) show respectively the number of
contributions, and the number of papers and institutions contributing to the conferences over the years.
Since we manually curated the three datasets, the percentage of unresolved affiliations is much lower
than for the macro analysis. Again we can observe a high correlation between the number of papers
accepted and the number of contributing institutions. Differently from the macro analysis, however, the
number of papers and institutions are within the same order of magnitude. Indeed, the number of papers
accepted each year by a conference is naturally limited, whereas there are no limitations to the number
of institutions that can apply.
Fig. 5. Results from the micro analysis of ISWC. (a) the trends of contributions with and without resolved authors’ affiliations. The amount of unresolved affiliations (in green) is relatively contained. (b) the trends of unique papers and institutions. (c) and (d) the distribution of papers and institutions among countries respectively. In figures’ inlays, the best fitting power law of the two distributions. (e) and (f) the breakdown of unique institutions and countries by authors’ position (i.e. first/last vs middle authors).

Figures 5(c), 6(c), 7(c) and Figs 5(d), 6(d), 7(d) confirm the results reported in the previous section showing that even in these conferences the distribution of papers and institutions across countries follows a power law. However, this is not always verified in a specific year mainly because of insufficient data points (i.e. in a single conference edition the number of papers is limited).
As before, we evaluated the stratified top-$n$ rate of change for each single conference. We had to limit our analysis to top-5, top-10 and top-15 since the set of countries participating in a single year to such conferences can be quite limited. Table 2 reports the analysis on the turnover rates. When considering these specific conferences the situation is slightly more open to changes in yearly country rankings than in the macro analysis. The table also reports the average Spearman’s rho evaluated across the
Fig. 7. Results from the micro analysis of TPDL. (a) the trends of contributions with and without resolved authors’ affiliations. The amount of unresolved affiliations (in green) is relatively contained. (b) the trends of unique papers and institutions. (c) and (d) the distribution of papers and institutions among countries respectively. In figures’ inlays, the best fitting power law of the two distributions. (e) and (f) the breakdown of unique institutions and countries by authors’ position (i.e. first/last vs middle authors).

whole period and highlights for example that ISWC seems less prone to variations than its European counterpart, while TPDL appears to be the venue most open to changes among the three. This can be also noticed from the trend of Spearman’s rho over the year reported in Fig. 8. The trend for TPDL (in green) is decreasing over the years indicating more variability in country rankings. Not surprisingly,
we noticed a stronger presence of European countries in ESWC than in the other two conferences; this is probably due to the initial local target of the conference. Also, China appears quite involved in the semantic web community, but is less active in the TPDL conference and never appears in the top-10.

The analysis on authors’ position is fairly aligned with the macro analysis. Figures 5(e), 6(e), and 7(e) report the number of institutions contributing to the conferences and highlight the trends of the ones appearing as first and last authors’ affiliations, and the one relative to institutions appearing only as middle authors’ affiliations. As in the previous analysis, all the three conferences show a growing gap between the institutions associated with first/last authors and the total number of affiliations.

We investigated further and retrieved the sets of institutions never appearing as either first or last authors’ affiliations throughout the entire observed periods (available online). Here it can be noted how prestigious universities and research centres appear side by side with smaller firms, museums, national libraries, hospitals and less well-known universities. This result indicates that the gap is “populated” by institutions that at some point collaborated in semantic web research (or digital libraries) making it through, whereas they never stand out on their own (for reasons beyond our knowledge) by having affiliated authors in first/last position. Indeed, institutions like national libraries, museums, the European Bioinformatics Institute, the British Geological Survey, the National Institute of Standards and Technology, and so on, provided interesting research case studies or support that eventually culminated in a publication, but apparently never happened to lead a paper on their own (at least not in these communities). We also verified that the intersection between these sets across different conferences is not empty, suggesting that a few institutions struggled to surface as key contributors, despite being present in both communities.

For completeness, Figs 5(f), 6(f), and 7(f) show the trend of countries contributing to the conferences, highlighting country affiliations of first/last and middle authors. As for the macro analysis, results show
that a gap is present most of the time, but this is not enough to spot out a clear, distinctive trend over the observed period. We believe this is due to the narrow focus of the micro analysis that restricts the view to a limited number of papers per year.

6. Discussion

The study of authors’ affiliations in the research literature has been performed for decades as it can provide answers to socioeconomic questions and frame academic research on a geopolitical canvas rather than studying it as an isolated complex system. In this work we analysed four datasets distilled from Springer Nature SciGraph and provided results on both a macro and a micro scale.

A possible limitation of our analysis lies immanently in the choice, somewhat forced, of SciGraph as our open dataset of reference, as it contains only Springer Nature material. This introduces a possible selection bias due to (i) single-publisher rather than pan-publisher viewpoint, and (ii) uneven distribution of academic disciplines. Indeed, some fields of study are under-represented in the dataset, while others are over-represented, such as computer science and engineering. Furthermore, SciGraph does not model citations to other papers, and, even so, the majority of them would by any rate fall outside Springer Nature domain. As a consequence, relevant metadata would be unavailable in SciGraph itself or available in other open datasets with insufficient affiliations’ details to support our analysis. Besides, the papers eventually accepted in conferences are a minimal fraction of the whole amount of submissions; a much clearer view about openness/closeness of conferences and research communities may be achieved by analysing also the data about rejected papers from conference management systems such as EasyChair23 or ConfTool.24 However, these data are only released by a very small group of conferences.

The results, in accordance with previous studies [18,22,25], showed that distributions of papers and institutions across countries still follow a power law in the period 1996–2016. In addition, our analysis of the turnover rate in country rankings highlights that not only top ranks in research are generally limited to a handful of countries and institutions, but that the situation appears also to be stagnant towards the lower ranks. In addition, we measured the Spearman’s rho between the ranking in consecutive years and found that it is raising steadily, with the exception of a brief period in which the emergence of China and a few of other countries temporarily inverted the trend. It thus appears that the ranking of countries in terms of scientific production is turning increasingly static over the years. This suggest that specific initiatives ought to be put in place, to widen participation in the relevant scientific venues. In general, this reflects the intuition that well-formed research communities may exhibit resistance towards the permeation of outsiders, not always sharing knowledge and set of best practices consolidated over the years. We believe that this phenomenon is worth studying further.

We also performed an analysis of the relationship between countries hosting and participating to scientific conferences, unveiling some interesting global trends. Europe stands out for its centrality in the research landscape, nonetheless also Asia exhibits a good network of “local” conferences and tight collaboration networks, probably in the attempt of recreating a fertile environment for knowledge diffusion similar to the one already present in Europe. We believe that considering mobility to venues offers a very context-rich dimension to investigate, which is often subject to economic and geopolitical factors such as geographic distance, budget availability for travels, and travel bans. In some cases, being physically present at the conference venue means taking long-haul flights; for some countries, such as Australia,

New Zealand and similarly relatively isolated countries, the chances of being poorly connected to the conference venues are higher. In other cases, physical attendance might be hindered by economic factors, that in turn can depend on strategic and political decisions of specific countries. Finally, a plethora of factors driven by international politics and conflicts can play a major role too. In several occasions, travel bans disrupted scientists’ mobility. For example, in 2013 NASA prevented Chinese nationals to set foot in the space agency’s Ames research centre in California. Furthermore, citizens of countries with a Muslim demographic majority are known to encounter more difficulties in getting travel visas to European or North American countries [24]. The travel ban promulgated by USA president Donald Trump in 2017 recently sparked a interesting discussion on this topic [24]. We are unable to analyse directly the effect of this particular travel ban since the current version of SciGraph does not cover 2017 adequately. However, it is interesting to study the trends of the involved countries in previous years. Figure 9 shows the overall number of publications, accepted in European and North American conferences, whose first authors are affiliated in Iran, Syria, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Yemen, and Sudan during the 1996–2016 period (i.e. potentially issued visas). Interestingly, the production in North American and European conferences, which previously exhibited a positive trends, declined steadily after 2011 (year of the Syrian Civil War). This effect exist also in countries that did not experience any internal war over this period, such as Iran, suggesting that these trends may not be caused only by the internal turmoil, but also by the increasing difficulties in obtaining visas.

Naturally, the concerns about researchers’ freedom of movement may affect only conference papers in which all the authors are subject to the same kind of restrictions; in the case of papers whose authors have heterogeneous affiliations (and nationalities), for example, the author with less restrictive constraints is, in principle, free to reach the venue and present the findings on behalf of the colleagues. However, in our dataset the average number of affiliation involved per multi-authored paper is $1.44 \pm 0.78$, while for countries is $1.18 \pm 0.47$, indicating that in many cases this solution may not be viable. Therefore, in future work we plan to compare country rankings among high-tier conferences and journals from a controlled set of academic fields in order to analyse whether the mobility factors have an impact on how countries perform.

Finally, our results from the analysis on first and last authors’ affiliations show that, in principle, weighing authors’ contributions is an intuition that can provide different keys to interpret data. Other

---

studies dealing with researchers’ seniority, for example, take into account the volume of publications produced by a single author throughout a sliding window of $W$ years [34], or the number of consecutive years of research activity [17]. We intend to further investigate these techniques and further test our intuition in order to understand its applicability in other disciplines and extend the approach by including other metrics.

In conclusion, we advocate openness and transparency for research literature metadata so as to foster reproducibility and evaluation of different approaches within the field of scholarly knowledge analytics [19]. It is detrimental to this research to segregate information about venues, papers, authorships and much more in data silos hard (or almost impossible) to access and integrate. Datasets like SciGraph are a bless for researchers working in this field and such initiatives should be praised and set an example. Moreover, new best practices for declaring unambiguous authors’ affiliations should be devised in order to facilitate the work of researchers working with scholarly knowledge. Being able to access high quality, fine-grained research literature metadata is the key to enabling large-scale analytics and cross-correlating scholarly knowledge with external datasets with the aim to get a better and more thorough insight in the existing global dynamics prevailing in academic research.
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